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Abstract—This paper analyses the mastery of English word stress of China’s Tibetan Amdo English learners, by means of acoustic phonetics. According to the “Negative Transfer” theory, as the mother language of Amdo doesn’t have word stress, this will put negative influence to the learning of English stress and their pronunciation of it will be poor. However, the result of this study shows that these learners’ grasp of English word stress is better than prediction, with an overall accuracy of 70% percent. Among the findings, two noticeable research result was discovered, which are the Amdo speakers’ pronunciation of English words with stress on the first syllable (for words with multi-syllables), compound words with stress on the first word are quite problematic, and these speakers has no awareness of “stress shift”. These findings are very helpful to Amdo English learners and their eachers and could be further used in pedagogy designs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

China has the most English learners in the world, and among these Tibetan learners are very important, as Tibetan is China’s most important minority group and it has a population of 6 million (Tianlu Zhang, Mei Zhang, 1993). They live in Tibetan Plateau and its neighborhood areas in China. Tibetan people share the same writing system but in terms of pronunciation, it has three dialects, Amdo, Kham and Tibet (Gesang Mianju, Gesang Yangjing, 2002), and among these, Amdo speakers consist half of the population. This study takes Amdo speakers as the research target, so the results of this study can be very influential to a huge body of language learners.

For some languages, word stress doesn’t influence word meaning, like, Amdo, Chinese and Japanese, but in other languages like English, Russian, French and Polish, stress is a super segmental phoneme which means word stress does influence word meaning (Yuanren Zhao, 1980). And the “Negative Transfer” theory suggested that the learning of a new language can be greatly influenced by learner’s mother language (Deng Siyi, 2018). So from the perspective of this theory, we can predict that the English pronunciation of Amdo speakers can be problematic. This paper is going to study the oral production of English word stress of Amdo English learners by means of acoustic analysis.

II. WHAT IS WORD STRESS AND ITS ACOUSTIC CHARATERISTICS?

In articulatory phonetics, when people articulate a syllable with greater force than other syllable in the same word, we call the syllable articulated with more force the stressed syllable. In phonetics, when indicate the pronunciation of a word, the mark “’” would be put on the left upper side of the IPA to show the position of the stress for researchers and learners. Acoustically, the stressed syllable produces an effect of loudness (Shen Baojing, 2012). And if one sound recording is read into Praat (Praat is an often used acoustic analysis software by researchers of language.), Praat can produce an “intensity tier” which show the change of loudness of this read-sound. So, from the “intensity tier”, we can clearly see which syllable is stressed (the detailed steps of operation are illustrated in part6).

III. THE STRESS SYSTEM OF AMDO LANGUAGE

The large scale and organized research of Tibetan language was started in 1950s in China. (Ge Sang Mian Ju, Ge Sang Yang Jing, 2001) Many language investigating groups had been sent and visited Tibetan areas in northern part of China, and many research results were published afterwards. Then, in 1970s, with the popularity of acoustic phonetics, Tibetan language and its dialects was researched in by more scientific means. Although the quality research of the
language is not much, but most of the previous and present studies showed that for each individual Amdo word, there is no especially strongly articulated syllable or syllables, which means no syllable is stressed in single Amdo word. In phonetics, we name this phenomenon as “Amdo language doesn’t have word stress” (Duan Haifeng, 2012, p56).

But still some researchers tried to prove that Amdo does have word stress (Shuangchen Wang,2012), but the evidences are not enough and their research results are not that prevailing. So, at this stage of this study Amdo is taken as has no word stress. And all the predictions made in part 5 is based on this condition.

IV. THE STRESS SYSTEM OF ENGLISH

For each and every individual English word, at least one or more syllables should be stressed, the stressed syllables are articulated with more force and are more prominent.

And also, in English, for some words, “stress” is a super segmental phoneme, which means, the shift of positions of “stress” in one word can affect the meaning and grammar function of that word, and finally it becomes two words (Zhou Kaocheng,2004). Examples are given as follows and all the explanations of the words come from the Cambridge Dictionary.

1. object: when stress is put on the first syllable it is a noun. It has two basic meanings: 1) everything that is contained within something, 2) the amount of a particular substance contained in something.

2. content: when stress is put on the second syllable it is an adjective. It means pleased with the situation or result.

3. ob’ject: when stress is put on the first syllable it is a verb. It means to feel or express opposition to or dislike of something or someone.

V. THE PREDICTION MADE FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF NEGATIVE TRANSFER THEORY

Negative transfer first started in the research field of behavioral psychology, later was applied into the language learning research. The counterpart of this theory is positive transfer and the two together belong to Language Transfer.

Language transfer, also known as L1 interference, linguistic interference, and cross linguistic influence, refers to speakers or writers applying knowledge from one language to another language. Or also say transfer of elements of one language into the learning of another. Elements may include phonological, grammatical, lexical, and orthographical. (Skiba, Richard, 1997)

Linguistic interference can result in correct language production called positive transfer. For example, the sentence patterns of Chinese follow the SVO structure and so do the English sentence patterns, so, because of the positive influence of their mother language, when the Chinese learn the English, it is easy for them to grasp the sentence patterns of English. However, language interference is most often discussed as a source of errors known as negative transfer, which occurs when speakers and writers transfer items and structures that are not the same in both languages. (Larry Selinker, 2009) or it can be said as “Errors in the learner’s foreign language that can be traced back to the mother tongue.” (Lott, D., 1983) For example, English diphthongs are considered as two vowels together, gliding from one to the other and they are transitional in nature (Lee S, Potamianos A, Narayanan S., 2014). So “the gliding process” is the characteristic of oral production of diphthongs. But when Japanese speaks English diphthongs, most primary learners always read the two vowels separately, and do not have the “gliding process”, as their mother language doesn’t have diphthongs. Another example, if the mother language of a person doesn’t have the vowels of /e/and/æ/, but his or her new learning languages have these two sounds. It will be difficult for him or her to make a distinction between the two phonemes and be even more difficult to pronounce them correctly.

In this case, as Amdo language doesn’t have word stress, we can predict that when English words are pronounced by Amdo English learners, their awareness of “word stress” would be poor, these speakers would be very likely to forget to put a stress or stresses on individual English words, especially, multi-syllable English words. And their pronunciation of the word pairs (which share the same spelling, same phoneme combination, but different positions of stress) would be the same (with no change of stress position). And their overall accuracy rate will not exceed 50%.

This study is going to use acoustic evidence to check the above predictions. The acoustic research will be carried out like the following in part 6.

VI. THE INTRODUCTION OF THE STEPS OF THE EXPERIMENT

A. Make a Reading List

A reading list was made to check the readers’ understanding and mastery of word stress from four different aspects. The four aspects are: words with two, three, four and five syllables; words with two stresses; word pairs with stress shifting; the stress of compound words.

The reading list was like the following (without the mark of stress positions) and their research purpose was marked before each line of words. These words are all chosen under one precondition which is the words presented on this
reading list should be very simple and common vocabulary. So that, to make sure that the mistakes were not caused by not knowing the word but by their inner causes (the influence of their mother language.) (As if the mistake is caused by not knowing the words, this is like to ask a person who has never learned Japanese to read Japanese, the mistake could not reflect any systematic studying or learning problem.)

Part A:
Two syllable words: ‘modern ‘people be’gin suc’cess
Three syllable words: ‘industry ‘policy refu’gee ‘cigarette ad’vantage re’public
Four syllable words: ‘agriculture ‘ordinary a’cademy de’mocracy
Five syllable words: con’temporary vo’cabulary

Part B:
Words with two stresses: ‘Chi’nese ‘thir’teen ‘Indo’nesia ‘Yang ‘zijiang ‘after’noon

Part C:
Stress shift: ‘insult in’suit ‘record re’cord ‘increase in’crease ‘import im’port ‘object ob’ject
Recheck stress shift: There are three ‘objects in the room.
    I ob’ject to your opinion.
    Are you ‘content with her answer?
    The con’tent of her speech is very inspirational.
    The ‘record will be played three times.
    To re’cord the teacher’s class is necessary.

Part D:
The stress of compound words
with stress on the first word: ‘blackboard ‘handbag ‘bookstore ‘classroom
with stress on the second word: ma’treat ill’treat short’change cross’section
with two stresses: ‘second-hand ‘kind’hearted ‘arm’chair ‘four’footed
Three word compounds: ‘Brother-in’law ‘good-for’nothing

The reading list are derivations of An Introduction of English Phonetics (Kaocheng Zhou, 2012) and English Pronunciation and Intonation for Communication (Guizhen Wang, 2005).

B. Select Speakers
10 speakers without clear accent when both speak English and Amdo were chosen from Amdo speakers aged at 20 to 22 in Northwest Minzu University in China. The English scores of last semester’s final exam of the speaker’s are between 70 and 80 and are taken as B-level students. And they all scored at the same level (Their scores are between 70 to 80.) in the speaking screening test. The speaking screening test was given by an American foreign teacher by asking each student to read a short article chosen from their text book. And the foreign teacher was told about the research purpose of this screening test.

C. Make Recordings
The recordings were made with a digital audio recorder and a microphone at a standard sound recording room with no interruptions. The recordings were sampled by Audition3.0, at 16 kHz with 12 bits of amplitude resolution, on a standard computer and saved as wav. type document.

D. Using Praat to Make Acoustic Analysis
Praat is an often used software to make acoustic analysis of language. When a recording of a word or sentence is read by Praat, we can get the intensity of a specific time and the intensity line of a time period. And the intensity of the word or sentence can be further converted into “Intensity Tier” like the following picture.
E. Data Analysis

In Fig1, the prominent part of the curve shows that the correspondent syllable is pronounced with more force and contains more energy. So, the intensity tier directly and clearly reflects which syllable is stressed in that recording, then, a judgment of whether the word is correctly or incorrectly pronounced by the speaker can be made. And finally, the accuracy rate of the speaker can be collected and calculated in excel by two third-year PH.D. students who’s major is phonetics, working together.

VII. THE RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH

Using the above method, this study has got the following results:

A. The Results of the Checking of the Free Stress of Words with Two, Three, Four and Five Syllables.

1. The accuracy rate of two syllable words is 75%;
2. The accuracy rate of three syllable words is 68%, however, there is a notable mistake, for the word “'industry”, all ten speakers mispronounced as “in’dustry”. If this word is deleted from calculation, the accuracy rate will rise to 75%;
3. The accuracy rate for four syllable word is 44%;
4. The accuracy rate of the five syllable word is 60%.

And all the above data is made based on the following previous operation: three words (refugee, academy, contemporary) are deleted from the effective checking items, as these three words are read with clear phoneme mistake, hesitation and longer pauses by all ten students. This was taken as these students has not met and learned these words and the mistakes are caused not by the influence of the mother language but by not knowing the word at all. So these words was considered as uncommon words and deleted from final calculation.

B. The Check of Words with Stress Shifting.

The accuracy rate of “stress shifting” is 50%, but this result should be explained as the Amdo speakers have no awareness of “stress shifting” at all. The reasons are as follows:

As what have been stated in part 6.1, the reading list for the checking of “stress shifting” consists two parts. The purpose of these two parts is the same, to check the speakers’ awareness of “stress shifting”.

The instruction of this part’s reading list is quite clear, like the following picture:

![Fig. 2: The picture of “stress shifting” on the reading list.](image)

Fig. 2: The picture of “stress shifting” on the reading list. Clear instruction (Read the noun form and verb form of the following words respectively) was given to the speakers above the table in Chinese.

But 5 of the speakers read each word only once (the other 5 speakers read the word pairs with no change of stress at all), this was considered as a test and instruction mistake at first and a supplementary test was prepared to give the speakers. But before given the test, a small questioner is sent to the speakers, the results showed that: the speakers all have noticed the instruction of reading the words separately and twice, but they all thought these words has no
differences and read them only once.

Accept the above table which is designed to check “stress shift”, the reading list also have six sentences with “stress-shifting word pairs” in it to recheck the mastery of the “stress shifting”. The result of this part also showed that “stress-shifting word pairs” were read with no shifting of stress at all. Combine the questionnaire and the test, this study find out that Amdo English learners has no awareness of stress-shifting.

And also from these “stress-shifting word pairs”, this study noticed that: when the word stress is on the first syllable, it is more likely for the speaker to mispronounce it (with an accuracy rate of 32%); and also, when the stress is on the last syllable it is more likely to pronounce the word correctly (with an accuracy rate of 68%).

C. The Check of Compound Words

1. For the two-word compounds which stress falls on the first word, the accuracy rate is 45%;
2. For the two-word compounds which stress falls on the second word, the accuracy rate is 95%;
3. For two-word compounds which have two word stress, the accuracy rate is 100%;
4. For the three-word compounds, which stress falls on the first word, the accuracy rate is 90%. These all together show that the grasp of the stress of compounds are generally good except for two word compounds with stress on the first word.

VIII. Conclusion and Discussion

In conclusion, this study has the following findings:
1) Generally, for the grasp of free stress, the accuracy rate is around 70%;
2) For the grasp of word-stress shifting of multi-syllable words, Amdo speakers all don’t have the awareness of word-stress shifting;
3) The speakers showed a tendency of pronounce the multi-syllable word with the stress not on the first syllable better;
4) For compound words, Except “the pronounce of the two-word compounds with the stress on the first word”, the accuracy rates of the pronounce of the stress of compounds are very high (around 95%). At the same time, this can be interpreted as a tendency of worse pronunciation towards the two-word compounds with stress on the first word.

These findings do not coincide with the predictions made in part 5 from two aspects: First, to a large extent, these B-level students all appear to grasped the using of stress of English (with an overall accuracy rate of 70%).

Second, as according to the prediction, the mistake pattern of “stress” should be random and there would not show any tendency, but two obvious tendencies are shown in this study. And these two tendencies can be further concluded as one, which is, when stress is on the first syllable or first word, it is difficult for Amdo learners to pronounce.

This finding is very interesting, as what have been stated in part3, most of the very little previous studies of “word-stress” of Amdo Tibetan language all show that Amdo doesn’t have “word-stress”. However, according to the “Negative Transfer” theory, the learners’ mother language can influence the learning of a new language and the form and pattern of mother language can be transferred to the learning language by not advanced learners. For example, Uighur language is one which all the stresses are on the last syllable of words, then, when Uighurs (beginner level) speak English multi-syllable words they tend to move all the stresses to the last syllable and mispronounce most of the words. So here, if we reverse the inference, about this finding, we can get that Amdo words should have word stress and the position of the stress are quite likely not on the beginning of the words.

This is like for Chinese, which belongs to the same language family with Tibetan, many basic theoretical issues of Chinese word stress still remain to be settled, and Chinese is also more often said to be no word stress as Tibetan. However, there are also discussions show that Chinese does have word stress and the position of the stress more tends to be on the end of the character. (Xu Laidi, 2018) (Zhou Ren, 2018) (Laidi Xu, 2016)

IX. Future Research Inspirations

According to the above analysis, two further research inspirations can be given at here. First, a hypothesis is made as Amdo Tibetan words should have word stress and the position of the stress are quite likely not on the beginning of the words. Second, it deserves to look into Chinese word stress patterns by means of the research of second language learning. These two issues deserve further study and discussion. And these two tendencies also should be paid attention to when the English instructors teach Amdo English learners, so that the teaching and learning can be more effective.
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